The sluggishness of the Rovuma Gas Project flow bewilders Palma communities
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1.

What is the current stage of the Project? What follows and when?

The slowdown of the pace of activities relating to social integration of Afungi peninsula
communities in Palma district for the construction of the Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) plant
has confused the locals, causing speculations among the various clusters, as well as
suspicions over the local government and the American company, Anadarko.
Following a period of heavy public consultations concerning the environmental impact, in
particular during 2013 and 2014, the parties concerned registered the locals and their
belongings to work out the compensations due. Furthermore, for the last two years the
affected communities’ resettlement pace has slowed down. During this period there have
been negotiations between Anadarko and the Government concerning the issue of the
environmental license, the master document through which the Government will approve the
LNG Plant Project in Afungi Peninsula. Anadarko in turn has reported that the financial
resources mobilization process and partnerships towards the final approval of the required
funding is at an advanced stage.
Meanwhile, the project sites are located within the various villages near the town of Quitupo
where the plant will be built, and the communities that are directly or indirectly affected have
expressed great anxiety due to Government/Anadarko inability to predict clearly their future
in the short and medium term.
The major issues that have fuelled speculations and uncertainties can be summarized in three
categories, including: the timeframe and the process of compensations to be paid to those
who will lose their properties to provide for the construction of the LNG plant; the guarantee
of being allocated enough fertile land, as well as other conditions for the families who will be
moved in from their places of origin to resume their sustainable living, and finally, knowing
that the Quitupo community will be resettled in Quitanda village, the residents of the latter
locality, in the capacity of host community expect to receive guarantees of “social peace” and
socio-economic benefits.
A team from SEKELELANI has recently worked in some communities of that peninsula,
including Senga, Quitupo and Malemba 1 with a view to collecting reliable and updated data
on the above issues.
2. Different clusters, different questions and anxieties

On land, the LNG plant project in Afungi Peninsula affects different clusters that will
consequently have different questions and concerns, i.e., different information needs over the
various project implementation stages.

As an example, the Quitanda community that will receive and accommodate populations
moved in from Quitupo is located in Senga. When the SEKELEKANI team addressed the
village representatives they put as a precondition to speak anonymously, and said:
“They (Anadarko representatives) came and told us to be ready to receive the resettled from
Quitupo. This information was repeated in four meetings held locally, but so far we have
been waiting. We know nothing, not even what is happening.”

What seems to generate some anxiety on the host community is to know what their benefits
will be for accommodating a community moved in from their land to provide for the
implementation of an economic Project.
According to SEKELEKANI contacts, the government and Anadarko presented, in the past, a
document indicating the exact area to be allocated to the resettled, but the content thereof
seems to have not received the approval from the local community – that is why it was not
signed. “We are still waiting for an agreement to sign this document,” add the sources.
Once again, according SEKELEKANE contacts another aspect still not finalized is the
registration of property existing on the territory of Senga, which will accommodate the
Quitupo population and the decision on the compensation procedure for their loss.
3. “A masonry house cannot be eaten”
Meanwhile, SEKELEKANI went to Milamba 1 to listen to the community to be resettled to
know what their position is. Milamba 1 is located in the coastal area.
In this community there is a feeling of exclusion from the consultation process. In this regard,
a local resident says, “When the government authorities want to talk to locals they just resort
to Quitupo and never come down to this area of the coast. Quitupo cannot represent the
interest of all communities because each one has its specificities”

Coastal area of Milamba 1
Our contact predicts that the resettlement will affect the community and states: “Our first
concern is to know how our properties and farming fields will be dealt with. We have no
objection to relocation or resettlement, but we need to know where we will establish our
farming fields. So far we have no satisfactory answer or explanation on our concerns”.
In Milamba, just like in other villages, the community members do not share a common
ground: there are those who are ready to immediately leave the village to receive new
resettlement houses in Quitunda. But others are more concerned about receiving anticipated
guarantees that they will have sufficient fertile lands for farming, in the resettlement location.
In the judgment of our contact, those who are very attracted to receiving a new masonry
house are the so called “vientes”, who did not inherit any land from their ancestors. “Most of
those who are receptive to resettlement without negotiations are the non-native. These have
not inherited anything from their ancestors and do not even have orchards.” According to our
contact, when it is said that most of the households accept resettlement it applies to these
non-natives”. Unlike the non-native, the natives, rather than merely receiving a masonry
house, they would rather have a guarantee of an area for farming to produce food and raise
their animals. To this end, they require the company and the government to allocate them
land with the same characteristics and dimensions as those of where they currently live in.
“A masonry house or a building doesn’t make much meaning to me. “I want a space where I
can build my house, even if it is based on local material.” One of the participants in the
dialogue asserted in the following terms: Those who want quick resettlement without
discussing the conditions, sooner or later they will see the mistake they have made and will
repent. “A masonry house cannot be eaten and when it starts to deteriorate I will not be able
to afford its rehabilitation”
Because the Milamba 1 community insists on joining the negotiations and always asks for
clarifications, it is considered as being against development, in such a way that the District
Government accuses its inhabitants of belonging to opposition political parties, bringing
intimidations upon them

Anadarko’s promise
It should be noted, however, that many of the concerns voiced by communities, including
their future due to loss of resources and livelihoods are being addressed under the Farming
Livelihood Recovery Plan (PRMSA) that is part of the Resettlement Plan submitted to the
government by Anadarko.
As provided for in this document, the PRMSA objective is to ensure that all the relocated
households have the opportunity to achieve sustainable levels of food security within 18
months after they have been physically resettled. This will be achieved by providing access to
farm lands; by improving the primary production and support to affected households to make
better use of primary production.
Through PRMSA, Anadarko is committed to ensuring the achievement of the same or better
level of agricultural production on smaller lands with fewer natural resources by increasing
production.
The program implementation will last for a minimum period of 36 months, with emphasis on
the first 18 months to ensure the achievement and retention of food sufficiency. After the
initial period of 36 months PRMSA will be reviewed to determine whether the restoration of
livelihoods can be considered as finalized. According to Anadarko, if on the basis of this
review it is concluded that the program was not successful, all the other programs will
continue.
For the implementation of PRMSA, partners such as NGOs and private entities will be used.
The fact that the communities concerned have shown total unawareness of these programs
can be a strong indication of a dire lack of access to information, which must be disseminated
through methods and means accessible to everyone.
4. Suspicion of manipulated consultations and barriers to freedom of expression
An issues affecting the whole local area is a generalized challenge to the consultation process
between the communities, on one hand, and on the other, between the local government and
Anadarko. In this regard, the communities accuse Anadarko of setting allowances for the
Resettlement Committee members as a means of coercion, through which the company seeks
to control the decisions made by this Committee. Therefore, those committee members who
uphold behaviours that displease Anadarko or even the district government shall not receive
allowances and will eventually be discharged from the committee and replaced by apparently
more friendly people. In view of all the above, this committee has lost its credibility before
the populations.
Another aspect that attracts the attention of independent researchers in Palma is the everincreasing number of people who prefer to remain in the condition of anonymity when
interviewed. This reveals a lack of freedom of expression in the community, where people
fear the risk of suffering any kind of reprisals by the local authorities in future.

In Milamba 1, just like in other communities, people uphold the idea that during the
resettlement negotiations the government should help communities rather than creating
obstacles. But what happens is contrary: it is the government that negotiates with the
company while the communities stand aside as onlookers.
Accordingly, one of the critical issues mentioned is the lack of knowledge on the quality and
size of farms that the future resettled will receive in the region where they will be assigned to
(Senga). “We need to know the following: the size of the fields to be assigned; the soil
conditions, whether it is fertile or not; and the cost of compensation for the plants and crops
destroyed. These are some of the concerns we have and need clarifications” points out a local
resident.

Partial view of Quitupo village
The community also reports that the Resettlement Committee is often put to the test when the
company requests signatures to minutes of meetings from committee members without them
having read or agreed to the content. Those who refuse to sign are threatened to lose the
allowance paid by Anadarko. If coerced, some end up signing minutes even though they
don’t agree with the content thereof. Those who are reluctant to comply lose the allowance
and instead of their signatures, fingerprints of outsiders are put on.
The local residents mentioned about the removal of two Resettlement Committee members
for expressing opinions against injustices and for always referring to the laws. They say that

it was during the third community consultation that the committee was disrupted. “The
remaining members are practically serving the company,” the interviewees said.
Suale Abudo, representative of the Islamic Council of Mozambique, Palma Delegation, says
that his congregation has never been invited to participate in any community consultation.
“The Islamic Council has never had the opportunity to take part in any meeting in Palma, let
alone to express itself,” said Suale, adding that he doesn’t know whether the construction of
madrasas and relevant schools for students is planned in the resettlement area.
The Islamic Council of Mozambique and the Christian Council of Mozambique are being
recognized in recent times, thanks to their adherence to the Civil Society Platform comprised
of nine NGOs working on dissemination of laws in Palma District.
“The District Government has called us “names” when we insist that the laws should be
known. It labels us as opponents and threatens to have us arrested if we insist on disclosing
laws”, Suale says.
The Islamic Council spokesman fears that justice may not prevail in the resettlements. The
worst case scenario is that people do not have the right to speak, they cannot express
themselves freely. “There is no opportunity for people to express their thoughts and feelings
and if one insists is negatively connoted.”
Concerning accusations to Civil Society Organizations as being troublemakers and creating a
stalemate in the development of Palma, Suale disagrees saying that the laws disseminated by
the civil society are the same as those in the government offices, there is simply no interest in
the citizens knowing the laws so that on basis of them they can uphold their rights.
5. CTV and District Government positions
The Centro Terra Viva (CTV) is one of the civil society organizations that have been
permanently following the process of preparing the communities of Palma in connection with
the LNG project. The organization has an office and a representative in Palma, called José
Passar. SEKELEKANI sought this organization’s opinion about the concerns of Afungi
communities. In this regard, José Passar affirms that those are matters he’s fully aware of
although there are certain aspects requiring further clarification.
Mr. Passar has been touched by the communities’ concerns, in particular with regard to
allegations of manipulation of the Resettlement Committee by Anadarko. With several years
of community work in various provinces, our contact says that he has worked with more than
200 legal community committees, but has never heard or seen members of such structures
receiving allowances from private companies. “Any NGO or company can donate or help the
committees in the capacity of organizations, but never pay allowances individually to
Committee members like what happens in Palma,” he says.
In Mr. Passar’s judgment, subjected to this condition, the Committee members tend to act in
favour of the company because they regard it as their “boss”, who gives them money and

therefore diverting their focus on the purpose for which the Committee was created
(provision of services to communities)! Such behaviour washes away the Committee’s
credibility before the people who chose their members,” says Mr. Passar.
In view of all the above, in the meeting with some communities in Palma, the SEKELEKANI
team received information saying that the Quitupo Committee went from August to October
last year without receiving any allowance from Anadarko, apparently as a way of
pressurizing the Committee to stop questioning about the communities’ concerns. The major
issue that the Quitupo Committee harps on is the legality of DUAT over a territory of 7,000
hectares, which the government allocated to Anadarko without documented community
consultations.
Regarding the community’s grievances on the poor relationship with the district government,
Mr. Passar believes that some district government representatives may be using their power
to intimidate or frighten citizens.
According to Mr. Passar, the deliberate ruling out of civil society organizations from
meetings, discussions and consultations is orchestrated by some government representatives,
perhaps to safeguard some personal interests. He concludes by saying: “What is required for
community development in Palma is a joint work between the government, the civil society
and NGOs.”
In a brief meeting with the SEKELEKANI team, the District Director for Infrastructure in
turn said that they are currently awaiting the decision from the Council of Ministers on the
Resettlement Plan proposal submitted by Anadarko. This document is an integral part of legal
requirements for passing the environmental license to Anadarko.
Meanwhile, a lack of up-to-date information on the progress of the project on the part of local
communities may exacerbate the current levels of anxiety and speculations, with the risk of
mounting levels of troublemaking and destabilization among the Afungi peninsula
resettlements.
End.

